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Important Supplemental Information for System Three
Computers Equipped with Double-Sided Drives

Your new System Three computer is now equipped with
double-sided disk drives to give you twice the disk
storage capacity. To take advantage of this
additional disk storage you must use Series-2 CDOS
(Le., CDOS version 02.17 --or--higher), which is
supplied on the floppy disk enclosed with this
machine. CDOS version 00.20 or version 01.07
should not be used with this computer.

When you purchase Cromemco software packages for
you r new Sys tern Th ree compute r, you may find the
software is supplied with versions 00.20 or 01.07
of CDOS. These packages should be used only wi th
the version of CDOS supplied on the diskette with
t his ma chi ne, .!l.£! wit h the ve r s ion 0 f CD0 S
originally supplied with the software package.

Information about the Diskette Supplied with this
Machine

The Series-2 CDOS supplied on the diskette with
this computer is recorded on one side only of the
diskette. This is so this diskette can be operated
not only on your new machine, which does have
double-s ided capabi 1 i ty, bu t on older--cromemco
systems as well. Notice that the diskette supplied
has two index holes. One of these holes is used to
indicate that the disk is recorded in single-sided
format. The other is used for double-sided format.
Since the disk supplied is recorded in single
sided fo rma t, a cove r is a ff ixed ove r the double
sided format hole.

A Word about Your Media

If you plan to use the double-sided capability of
you new computer, it is very important that you use
diskettes that are certified and initialized for
doubl e-s ided use. Furthe r, only the doubl e-s ided
index hole should be exposed on these diskettes.
The INIT prog ram suppl i ed wi th Se r i es-2 CDOS is
cap a b 1e 0 fin i t i a 1 i z i ng do ub 1e- s id e d d i s ke t t e s •
However, the diskettes themselves must be certified
by the manufacturer for double-sided operation.
All diskettes supplied by Cromemco are certified
for double-sided operation. Large (8") disks
supplied by Cromemco are initialized for double
sided operation as well.
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Additional Information about Series-2 CDOS

An unusual feature of Series-2 CDOS is that is is
capable of supporting both single-sided and double
s i d ed 1a r ge (8 11 ) 0 r s ma11 (5 11 ) d i s ke t t e san d i s
also able to s uppo rt the Cromemco Wincheste---r-ha rd
disk. This makes it very easy to add a hard disk
d r i ve to your Sys tern Th ree shoul d you r need fo r
data storage grow.

An important utility program supplied on your
Seri es-2 CDOS d is ket te is CDOSGEN, whi ch you can
use to generate CDOS systems that use virtually any
mix of hard and floppy disks up to a maximum total
of eight (8) drives (the only constraint being that
drive A is a floppy drive). CDOSGEN can also
generate CDOS systems that use va rious amoun ts of
machine memory (RAM) space. The CDOSGEN program
itself must run under a 48K or larger version of
CDOS. The CDOS supplied on your disk is a 64K
version. For further information on Series-2 CDOS,
please read the following pages carefully.
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Notes About Series-2 CDOS
Handling Hard Disks and Double-Sided Drives

The CDOS supplied on the enclosed disk is a newly
completed version, which is designed for use with
Cromemco double-sided disk drives and 11 Mbyte hard
disks. All Cromemco utilities and most user
programs should run correctly under this CDOS
without modification.

There are, however, some significant internal
differences between Series-2 CDOS and previously
released versions of CDOS, which will be described
he re. Fi rst of all, it should be noted tha t the
Cromemco software supplied with this note and all
Cromemco software in the near future will continue
to be supplied on diskettes recorded as single
sided, single-density (although the second side may
have been initialized).

[Note, however, that these and all blank diskettes
purchased from Cromemco are tested and certified
for double-sided, double-density use. To be sure
this is the type of disk you have, look for a 1.35"
(3.5cm.) slot on the small (5") disks and for two
index holes on the large (8") disks. Please note
that using the old style 5" disks having the 1.18"
(3cm.) slots with a double-sided or double-density
drive will ruin the drive, and that Cromemco
considers thTS a--non-warrantied misuse of
eq-uTpme-nt-:--Also-note ttlat-w""t1"en-Lising- theSn-disks
having the two index holes in double-sided drives,
one of the holes must be covered for error-free
operation. Labelsspecially designed for this
purpose are now supplied with all 8" diskettes.]

Using Series-2 CDOSwith Hard Disks

The 11 Mbyte hard disk supplied in your Z-2H or HDD
must be properly initialized and labeled for CDOS
to be able to access it correctly. This has been
done by Cromemco prior to shipping your hard disk;
therefore, Cromemco recoomends that you not
initialize your hard disk upon receiving it unless
there is a particular reason for doing so. [Also,
be sure to unlock the carriage of the hard disk
u-e-f~p<5Wt;r on and-r5efore attemPEi~tOlISe--nre
disk.]

1
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Fo r deta i ls on how to change the name, da te, 0 r
number of directory entries of your hard disk,
refer to the labeling (/L) portion of the STAT
section. Your hard disk has been supplied with 512
directory entries (the maximum value) as the
default.

The CDOS supplied on the enclosed small (5")
diskette has been configured for three drives:
d r i ve s A and B a re expected to be double-s ided
small floppy drives, and drive C is the hard disk.
(The enclosed "CDOS disk" must be booted up in

drive A. Note that it requires 64K of RAM to boot
correctly.)

You may change the drive configuration using the
supplied program CDOSGEN. Changing the
specification of the hard disk to another logical
drive than drive C does not require that you re
label the hard disk. The-label is used by CDOS
only to determine certain parameters for file
access on that drive. (Refer to the section
describing STAT for more information.)

,r-" U§.iD..9.

Drives
Series-2 CDOS with Double-Sided-- -- _._-_._--- F 1£EEY

.-----.

The 4FDC and double-sided floppy-disk drives
supplied with your system are capable of accessing
double-sided diskettes. You will probably want to
take advantage of this by labeling a blank diskette
for double-sided use and transferring all the
enclosed programs onto this disk. This is done by
following the instructions below. [Note that large
(8") disks supplied by Cromemco and having two
index holes are already initialized on both sides.
When using these disks, it is recommended that YQQ
skip step l below.]

1. Boot up with the "CDOS Disk" in drive A and
insert a blank disk into drive B. (The CDOS
disk requires 64K of RAM to boot correctly.)

2. Initialize the disk in drive B for double
sided use by executing the program INIT. Be
sure to answer correctly the questions the
program asks. (This step may be skipped if
you are using 8" disks supplied by Cromemco.)

2



,r---.- 3. Label the disk as double-sided by typing the
command line "Stat/L B:". Answer the four
questions asked by STAT, and the label will
then be written. (You may press the RETURN
key in response to the questions to select the
default values built into STAT.) This
procedure labels the disk in drive Band
completes its preparation for double-sided
use. For more information on labeling disks,
refer to the section on STAT.

4. At t his po i n t you may t ran sf er
programs on the single-sided disk in
to the newly-completed double-sided
drive B by typing the command line:
B:=A:*.*.

all the
d r i ve A
disk in

Xfer/V

r-",

r--

5. It is very important to understand the
difference between double-sided diskettes and
double-sided drives. The CDOS supplied on the
enclosed disk can access double-sided------
diskettes in double-sided drives. However,
the enclosed disk itself is formatted as------ --
single-sided.

If you were to use a CDOS which had been set
up by CDOSGEN to access single-sided drives
only, and you then a ttempted to ope ra te th is
CDOS with double-sided diskettes, an error
would occur. This ,same CDOS is capable of
accessing double-sided drives by treating them
as single-sided (it will use only one of the
heads of each drive).

Thus, after performing steps I through 3
above, you should execute CDOSGEN and, by
answering the questions, tell it that you wish
to crea te a CDOS whi ch access es doubl e-s ided
diskettes. Then, answer the last two
questTons--of CDOSGEN wi th "B: CDOS" and "B:",
fo write both an operating system and a boot
loader capable of accessi~ double-sided
diskettes to drive B, respectively. Finally,
remove your newly-created double-sided
diskette from B, replace it in A, and boot up.
Executing STAT will verify to you that both
sides are, in fact, being used. Total
capaci ty for a double-sided diskette is 173K
(5" disks) or 494K (8" disks).

3
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The following additional information is provided
for interested u~ers:

1. The program CDOSGEN is too big to be executed
under a 32K CDOS. Execute under a 48K or
larger CDOS.

;;

2. The maximum number of directory entries
(extents) allowed with this version of CDOS is
512 (dec.) for floppies and hard disks. The
first File Control Block (FCB) on the disk is
permanently allocated to the disk label, so
the effective maximum number of entries is
511. The default number of entries supplied
by STAT is 64 for all types of floppy drives
except double-sided 8", which have 128 as the
def a ul t. The def aul t numbe r of ent ri es fo r
hard disks is the maximum, 512.

~---

(-

3. The disk label just mentioned is used by CDOS
to determine cluster size and maximum number
of entries. The label has been preset to the
name "Userdisk" for floppies and "Harddisk"
for hard disks by the program STAT/L.

4
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System Status Program Instructions

System Status

The program STAT is used to display and change a
variety of parameters used by the operating system.
Its simplest use is to provide a printout on the
console which is a complete summary of all aspects
of the computer system. This can be done by typing
the word "Stat" on the console in response to the
CD OS prompt and then press ing the RETURN key to
commence execution. STAT responds with the
following information, if it's applicable:

Time and Date: Printed on heading line if
previously stored in CDOS.

SYST EM MEMORY: Desc r ipt ion of amount and
configuration of machine memory.

DEVICE CONFIG URATION:

assignment.

Description of device

,~..,--..._- DISK MEMORY: Description of total, used, and
available disk space (in kilobytes).

DISK CONFIGURATION: Description
used, and available disk
di rectory entries).

of total,
space (in

,--.

DRIVE: Description of the selected drive.

DISKETTE: Description of floppy diskette
mounted in the selected drive.

The general format of the command line for STAT
includes a way to request information on any of the
disk drives of the system:

Stat[/ol] [/02] [/ ••• ] [d:] [parameters]

where the oi represent one or more of the options
described next, d: represents one of the disk drive
specifiers (A-H), and parameters represents any of
a number of other parameters which may be required
by the options. If the drive specifier is omitted,
STAT will default to the current drive. Also note

that multiple options may be specified; e.g.,
"Stat/A/S" and "Stat/DTB" are both legal
expressions.

5



r---- A Option (alphabetical directory listinq)

This option will produce an alphabetical directory
of file names on the selected disk, along with the
space allocated to each one and their system
attributes. The format of the command is:

Stat/A [d:] [filename.ext]

where ..9.1.. represents a disk specifier (A-H) and
filename.ext represents any single or ambiguous
file name on that disk. Normal system status
information is not displayed with this option
unless the S option is invoked simultaneously.

~ Option (brief system status)

This option allows the user to obtain a quick
summary of available disk and machine memory if the
normal full system status report is not desired.
Upon typing "Stat/S" to select this option, the
user is prompted with a display similar to the
following:

~-,

User memory size
Total disk space
Disk space left
Directory entries left

o Option (set system date)

49 K
243 K
34 K
24

This option allows the user to store the current
date in CDOS. This date may then be accessed by
system or user programs through the Read Date
system call (no. 144). The appropriate values will
be returned in the A, S, and C registers (see CDOS
Instruction Manual) in bin~. Upon typing
"Stat/D" to request this option, the user is
prompted with

(mm/dd/yy) :

and is expected to respond with the current month,
date, and year. STAT will respond by printing the
full date along with the day of the week.
Subsequent executions of STAT will display the date
on the header line if it has been previously set
using the D option.

~""""--'<.'''''

If COOS is
00/00/00.

reboo ted, the da te s to red is res et to
The normal printing of system status

6
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information is suppressed when the D option is
specified. Also note that the date option may be
used in conjunction with the time option by typing
"Sta t/DT" •

Pressing the RETURN key only in response to the
date prompt above leaves alone the stored values
for date in CDOS. This can be used if the user
requested to set the date by means of Stat/D and
then found it had been set previously.

~ Option (set label)

This option is used to label a disk. Disk labels
are a feature of Series-2 CDOS, which both allows
users to assign a name and a date to their disk,
and enables CDOS to obtain certain important
information about that disk for file access. All
system disks (including hard disks) may be labeled
using the L option at any time; however, it is
generally best to label a disk when it is
completely blank (no files or data have been
stored) •

The label option is invoked by typing "Stat/L".
Following the normal printout of system status, the
user will be prompted for either three or four
items of information which comprise the disk label:
1) the disk name, 2) the date, 3) the number of
directory entries, and optionally for floppies, 4)
whether the disk is single-or double-sided.

All of these questions are supplied with a default
quantity printed in brackets, which the user may
specify by pressing the RETURNkey only. If the
disk has been previously labeled, the defaults will
be the values stored in the existing label on the
disk. If the disk has no label, the defaults will
be those supplied by the STAT program; e.g.,
"Harddisk" and "Userdisk" are the built-in default
names for hard disks and floppy disks,
respectively. If a user has previously specified a
date using the D option and no date is currently
stored on the disk, the default date will be the
current date.

The label option may be used to change the number

of directory entries of a particular disk. Thedefault values are 64 entries for all floppies
except double-sided 8" disks for which the default

7
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is 128, and 512 entries for a hard disk. It is
frequently desirable to have more than 64 entries
on a floppy disk if a large number of short files
are being stored. There is, however, a trade-off:
increasing the allowed number of entries above 64
uses additional disk space for the directory. STAT
will allow you to enter any value between 64 and
512 for the number of directory entries, but it
will round the entered quantity to the next lower
number evenly divisible by 4 (thus, 67 would be
rounded to 64). In general, to make most efficient
use of the disk, the number you enter for directory
entries should be a multiple of 32 times the
cluster size. For example, hard disks have a
cluster size of 2 Kbytes and thus should have
n* (32*2) directory entries, where n=1,2,3, ••• ,8.
You can determine the cluster size for a particular
disk from the normal system status display under
DISK CONFIGURATION.

If adding or changing a label on a disk
necessi tates destroying a portion of the present
disk directory, STAT will automatically ask whether
or not it's OK to do so. Responding "N" to this
question cancels the label request and no label is
written. Responding "Y" to this question clears
the present directory and writes the label. Be
aware that this effectively creates a blank disk
because, even though da ta may st ill be s tor ed on
the disk, there will be no way to retrieve that
information once the directory is cleared.

Some users may be interested in what is physically
written to the disk when writing a label. For hard
disks and floppies the label becomes the first
entry of the disk. It has roughly the same format
as a file FCB (see CDOS Instruction Manual),
containing both the label name in bytes 2-9 and the
cluster numbers allocated to the directory in bytes
16-31. The first byte of the entry will be 81H,
which indicates that this is a label.

Be aware that since the label always occupies the
first entry of a disk, a disk allowing a total of n
directory entries will have only n-l entries
available to files. It is also important to note
that directory entries of a hard disk represent the
space assigned to that file through directory
extensions which are transparent to the user. This
means that the number of declared directory entries
(minus one for the label) is the actual maxir:lum

8



ASCII characters "LG" for
for small diskettes.
ASCII characters "SS" for
or "DS" for double-sided
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number of files which may be stored on that hard
disk. For floppy disks, however, each directory
entry represents a maximum of 16 Kbytes of file
space. This means that individual files which are
allocated more than 16 Kbytes of disk space will be
assigned another directory entry for each
additional l6K used.

For floppy disks only, there is a second part to
the label which is written to the last 8 bytes of
the first sector on the disk (in double-sided
drives this is cylinder 0, side 0, sector 1).
These 8 bytes will be used by CDOS in conjunction
with future products capable of handling double
sided and double-density disk drives. The format
of these bytes is as follows:

bytes 1,2: The
large or "SM"

bytes 3,4: The
single-sided
diskettes.

bytes 5,6: The ASCII characters "SD" for
single-density or "DD" for double-density
diskettes.

bytes 7,8: Reserved for future expansion.

If any of bytes 3 through 6 are missing from a
diskette (for example, if all 8 bytes are E5H as on
a new diskette), CDOS assumes single-sided and/or
single-density.

Finally, some programmers may find it useful to
read and check the disk label from programs to
determine whether or not the user has inserted the
proper diskette. This may be done through the Read
Disk Label system call (no. 149) with the DE
register pointing to 9 bytes of free memory where
the label name can be stored. The byte pointed to
by DE should contain a 0 to read the label of the
current disk, and 1-8 to read the label of drives
A-H, respectively.

The desired label name will be read into the 8
bytes beginning with the memory location pointed to
by DE+l. Disk labels, unlike filenames, may be
both upper and lower case so user prograQs checking
fo r a pa rt i cula r label shoul d typi ca lly t ransla te

all characters in the label naQe to upper case. Alabel name which is returned as all ASCII periods
(2EH) indicates that that disk has not yet been

9
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ASCII spaces (20H)
not have a label
floppy) •

name which is
indicates that
(single-sided,

returned as all
that disk does

single-density
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S Option (status printout at same time)

The S option is used in conjunction with the date
(D), time (T), or alphabetical directory (A)

options to cause the normal system status di splay
to be performed in addition to the function
requested.

Any of the options described in this section may be
specified together; e.g., "Stat/A/S" and "Stat/DTS"
are both legal-expressions.

! Option (set system time)

Th is opt i on is s imi la r to the da te opt i on except
that it allows the the user to enter the time.
This will also be stored in CDOS, and may be used
to set the time of a hardware clock device if the
CDOS I/O Dr i ve rs have been appropri ate ly cha nged.
Users of Series-2 CDOS with 3102 terminals will
find that the T option sets the internal clock of
the terminal. This may be displayed at any time by
pressing CTRL-l to view the status line.

The time may be accessed by system or user programs
through the Read Time system call (no. 146). The
appropriate values will be returned in the A, B,
and C registers (see CDOS Instruction Manual) in
binary. Subsequent executions of STAT will display
the time on the header line if it has been
previously set using the T option.

If CDOS is rebooted, the time stored is reset to
00:00:130. The normal printing of system status
information is suppressed when the T option is
specified. Also note that the time option may be
used in conjunction with the time option by typing
"Stat/TD".

Pressing the RETURN key only in response to the
time prompt printed by the T option leaves alone
the stored values for time in CDOS. This can be
used if the user requested to set the time by means
of Stat/T and then found it had been set
previously.
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